• Shop Page
• Search Results
• Cart
• Menu
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• Checkout
SHOP PAGE
OLD USER INTERFACE
NEW USER INTERFACE
SEARCH RESULTS
OLD USER INTERFACE
NEW USER INTERFACE
CART
OLD USER INTERFACE

cart: [redacted] @ school

shop ▼ cart (1) checkout (15) approve (7) receive invoice ▼

sort by: Price low to high ▼ rows / pg: 10 ▼ Go

1

Catalog Item #: 51604A
MFG/Provider: Hewlett-Packard
Preferred Supplier: AC Books
Contract Name:

Contract Price: 16.04 USD
UGM: EA

Qty: 1
Item Total: 16.04 USD

Convert to Transaction
Convert Cart to 1 transaction(s):
Continue

Edit Quantity
Update

Remove
Delete

Cart information

Total Item(s) in Cart: 1
Number of Suppliers: 1
Cart Total: 16.04 USD

Convert Cart to 1 transaction(s):
Continue
NEW USER INTERFACE
WHAT’S NEW
OLD USER INTERFACE
NEW USER INTERFACE
PROFILE
OLD USER INTERFACE
NEW USER INTERFACE
Checkout
All information is presented to the user to complete. The Next Step drop-down menu is the main communication to guide the user through the process.
Information about the order is grouped into sections to guide the user. Checkmarks indicate completion. Select “Continue” to complete the next section.
NEW USER INTERFACE

“All Transactions” shows the user current and completed orders. The user retains the ability to search and filter with the header information.